
From Pascal to Gauss.

The following exercises are more exploratory than most of our previous ones. But
then, what do you expect from a course called “Mathematics by Inquiry”?

1. What is the number of paths a “castle” can take to go from the upper left to the
lower right (moving only right or down) on a chessboard?

2. What would the answer be in (1) if it moved from node to node (instead of field to
field) along the edges (instead of across them)?

3. In how many ways can you reshuffle the letters FEAT; what about FEET? Same
question for LOAFER versus REEFER. How about DEEDED?

4. Make a list of all 16 four-letter “words” composed of the letters M and A, grouped
according to the number of M’s they contain.
Ann and Mary play a game of chance, which is interrupted when Ann needs 2 more
points, and Mary three more points, to win. What is the probability that Ann
would have won?

5. On millimetre paper, draw an upside-down T of height h0 = 13 cm and width
12 cm. Draw two more verticals of height h1 = (200/201)h0 on both sides of the
first one at a distance of 2 mm. Then two more of height h2 = (199/202)h1 at
2 mm to the left and right of the previous pair, and so on with h3 = (198/203)h2,
h4 = (197/204)h3, . . . , h30 = (171/230)h29. What does it all mean?

6. The total area of the shape obtained in (5) is approximately 66 square centimetres.
How much of it is caught between the middle and the 10th vertical? . . . the 20th
vertical?

7. Sixteen true coins are tossed in the air 66 times. Each time a record is kept of how
many heads showed. Make a histogram of the expected frequencies, using 1 cm for
the width of the bars and for the vertical unit. Compare with what you got in (5)
above. Can you explain?
Suggestion: get a group of friends to try this experiment; tabulate your results and
compare them with the theoretical ones.

8. The results of exercise (5) turn out even better if one uses steps of 1 mm instead
of 2 mm right and left, and shrinking factors based on 800 instead of 200, i.e.,
(800/801), (799/802), . . . , (841/860). This is too much computation for most tastes,
but if you can program it, you might wish to check how these heights compare to
the ones in (3) — for hereby hangs another tale.

9. Repeat (5) with logarithmic graph paper, plotting h0, h1, . . . , h30 on the non-linear
scale. What kind of shape do you get? Try to find an equation of the form
y = ax2 + b whose graph (in linear coordinates) fits this shape as well as possible.
What does this mean for the equation of the bell curve?


